Barbara
A Doxie Stuffie
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You will need:
2/3 yard of the fabric for the main body
¼ or a Fat Quarter fabric for the tail
¼ or a Fat Quarter fabric for the ears
¼ or a Fat Quarter fabric for the legs
4, 1” in diameter buttons for the legs
½ yard of lightweight iron on woven or knit interfacing
1 bag of silk soft, ultra plush poly fill stuffing
2 1/2” diameter black buttons for the eyes
scrap of black fabric for the nose
Stuffing tools, I like using a hemostat & a chopstick
Quillting thread for hand stitching in matching colors
A Doll needle at least 4” long
Thread for your machine in matching color
Small scrap of heat and bond light
Because this pattern is a PDF, the body of the Doxie will be on several pieces of
paper that you will have to tape together. Line up each of the same letter,
diamonds to easily get the correct shape. It will look similar to the pic below.
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Cutting:
There is a great deal of information on each of your pattern pieces, pay close
attention when cutting (like how many to cut ect). I found that this project
worked a great deal better if all of the fabric was interfaced. The reason is when
stuffing, the project will hold its shape much better, when interfaced. The easiest
way to do this is to interface the fabric before cutting. First adhere your iron-on
interfacing to the wrong side of each of your fabrics.

Now cut out all of the pattern pieces,lay your pattern pieces on the wrong side of
your fabric (interfacing should be facing up) and trace using a mechanical pencil
or sharpie fine tip marker. Make sure to trace mirror images on both the ears &
tail. Be sure to transfer onto your fabric the stuffing opening markings, so that
you will know where to begin and end when stitching.
Be sure to transfer the markings for leg placement, eye placement, ear placement
,and nose. If you do not do this, it gets very difficult to figure out where all of
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these things should go.

You will want the marking on the legs & eye to go through to the front, right side
of the fabric.
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Stitching:
All seam allowances are 1/4”, pay attention to your stuffing openings and back
stitch at the beginning and ending of your stitching. Before stitching Barbara's
body, you will need to use Heat N Bond light to apply her nose first. With right
sides together, begin at one end of the stuffing opening, back stitch, and end at
the opposing end of the same stuffing opening and again back stitch. Repeat this
process on 4 legs, 1 tail, 2 ears and one body.
All inside curves need to be ease clipped. To do this, you will need good scissors
that cut all the way to the point. Make a little clip, every 1/8th of an inch that goes
to within 2 or 3 threads of the weave of the fabric, before the stitching line.
Outside curves need to have the seam allowance trimmed to 1/8 th'. See pics
below.
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Inside Curve Ease Clips

Outside Curve trimmed to 1/8th Inch
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Turn all pieces right side out.

Stuffing:
A straight hemostat is one of the best sewing notions I have ever used. It works
great for all kinds of things, especially stuffing. The end result is wonderful and it
is a lot less wear and tear on your hands and wrists. How I used it, is I pulled off
small amounts of stuffing with the hemostat. Start, by pushing the hemostat to
the farthest end of whatever piece you are stuffing. With your other hand keep
feeling the outside surface to make sure that you don't have any holes in the
stuffing which will produce a dent or divot on the outside.
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Once you have the piece stuffed, thread a heavy needle with quilting thread, and
begin hand stitching the stuffing opening closed. As you go along, you will notice
that this seam tends to sink in, this is because there is not enough stuffing. So
take a few stitches and than use the hemostat again to place a little more stuffing
where you have just taken the previous stitches. This will produce a closing seam
that is smooth and matches the machine stitching on either side of the opening.
Take extra care not to over-stuff the ears. All of the other pieces will feel firm.
The ears need to be really soft. If they are over stuffed, once they are attached,
they will stick straight out.
Putting it all together:
When placing the ears, legs and tail, it is hard to hold it in place and stitch it at
the same time. It is very helpful if you use large pins and using a stabbing
technique, pin the body part to the body to hold it in place until you stitch it
down.
Attaching the tail:
The stuffing opening for the tail is the end of the tail that attaches to the body.
Turn the raw edges under 1/4” and hand stitch to the body, using the main photo
for placement.
Attaching the ears:
Using the same stabbing technique, place the ears using the transferred
placement marking from your pattern. Loosely stitch the ears in place with
matching thread only catching the back layer of fabric as close to the seam line as
possible.
Attaching the legs:
Using the same stabbing technique, pin legs in place using the pattern placement
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markings as your guide. Thread the doll needle with 2 strands of quilting thread
and make a large knot on the end. Drive the needle STRAIGHT through the dog
body, making sure the needle enters and exits at the leg placement markings. Go
back and forth 3 or 4 times, putting tension on your thread, so that you see a
small dimple where you have pulled the thread up tight. Add the buttons after the
legs are secured.
Eyes:
You will be using exactly the same technique for applying the eyes as you did for
the legs. So first drive the needle through, again with the heavy thread and doll
needle, where the eyes will be. You will go back and forth 2 or 3 times, pulling the
thread tight so that you make a little dimple. This is done so that the dog will not
look bug eyed. Once the dimples are established than sew on the black buttons
for the eyes.
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Please share your finished project on any social media you are on and use a
hashtag or tag us, so that we can see it. We love seeing others finished quilts!
#pipersgirls @pipersgirls
Original Pattern from the Piper's Girls
We blog at www.pipersgirls.com
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